Media Release
Serco selected by the European Patent Office to provide patent
classification and reclassification services
7 August 2019
Serco Germany, the German subsidiary of the international services company Serco, has signed a Framework
Agreement with the European Patent Office (EPO) to provide services for the classification and reclassification of
patent documents.
Serco will bid for individual task orders along with two other companies on the Framework, which in total has a
ceiling value of €34m over a three-year period. Five work packages have already been awarded to Serco, under
which Serco will be responsible for reclassifying over fifty thousand documents by the end of July 2020.
Under individual task orders, Serco will be responsible for the classification and reclassification of multilingual patent
documents and of other technical and scientific literature. These classifications are critical elements in the patent
process and are used to enable EPO employees and the public to search for documents under specific classification
types.
The EPO, headquartered in Munich, examines European patent applications, enabling inventors, researchers and
companies from around the world to obtain protection for their inventions. It is the European authority on patent
information and searching, and one of the largest public service institutions in Europe.
Serco Germany will be responsible for the commercial and contractual management of this Framework Agreement
and will receive support and expertise from colleagues in Serco’s North America business.

Serco has been

supporting the US Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO) for the last 13 years, providing patent classification and
other analysis services; employing over 100 scientists, engineers, and Intellectual Property professionals who have
processed over four million patent applications for USPTO.
Managing Director for Serco Europe, Gaetan Desclée, said:
“We are delighted to have signed this Framework Agreement and look forward to supporting the European Patent
Office. The award of this Framework Agreement is an excellent example of Serco’s ability to support its customers
by transferring global knowledge and expertise across its international business, this time from North America to
Europe.”
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For more information, please contact:
Ophelie Martin, Communications Manager, Serco Europe, M: +32 483 01 75 51, ophelie.martin@serco.com

About Serco
Serco is a leading provider of public services. Our customers are governments or others operating in the public
sector.

We gain scale, expertise and diversification by operating internationally across five sectors and four

geographies: Defence, Justice & Immigration, Transport, Health and Citizen Services, delivered in UK & Europe,
North America, Asia Pacific and the Middle East. More information can be found at www.serco.com
About Serco Europe
Serco employs over 1,000 staff across Belgium, Luxembourg, France and French Guyana, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland, delivering services on behalf of a range of public sector bodies including
European Institutions, the Belgian Defence, the European Space Agency, and the European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN). More information can be found at www.serco.com.
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